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THE NEW EXPERTS IN LARGE KITCHEN APPLIANCES AND KITCHEN DESIGN  
 
May 1, Reno, Nev. – At Appliance Educator we are building our brand as the expert source on 
large kitchen appliances and kitchen suite design. Our YouTube channel is the place for video 
content showcasing product review & comparisons, design trends for your kitchen suite, DIY’s 
& How-to informational videos, and much more.  
 
The Appliance Educator team sees the kitchen as the heart of the home, the center piece when 
entertaining, and for many of us where we spend our mornings, nights and weekends when not 
in the office or out on an adventure. Simply put, we love the kitchen! We can’t wait to share 
our enthusiasm, information, and sense of humor with likeminded kitchen fans across the web. 
 
It doesn’t stop with affection. Our excitement only means so much on its own, which is why we 
are seeking to share that excitement with others and looking to partner with major appliance 
brands and content creators to help us bring our zeal for kitchen appeal to an even larger 
audience. 
 
We know homeowner’s have enough stress as is, so we are taking some weight off their 
shoulders by doing the homework for them and bringing our research to one convenient 
location for cutting edge designs, product reviews, and how-to-videos. 
 
“Appliance Educator has become a trusted source for my husband and I as we transform the 
kitchen of our first home into our dream kitchen.” Said one of our YouTube subscribers.  
 
With being the single, trusted source for the best information in kitchen space, we aim to foster 
a homey, loving kitchen space for all to enjoy through fun, informative content in bite-sized bits 
and clear, cogent walkthroughs of projects. Friendly, simple fun perfect for the expert and first 
timers alike. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



You can find our content across the web and social media sphere at the following links and 
channels. 
 

    www.applianceeducator.com 

   @applainceeducator 

  @appliance_educator 

   www.pinterest.com/applianceeducator 

  @app_educator 

  rebrand.ly/appliance_educator 
 
For more information on Appliance Educator, who we are, what we do, and what we plan on 
doing, please contact Appliance Educator, applianceeducator@gmail.com.  
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